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Aims and Scope

The *Journal of Dentofacial Anomalies and Orthodontics* (JDAO) is a quarterly scientific publication that has been published in France without interruption since January 1967, now reaching 184 editions (to 31 December 2012). The JDAO is the translation of articles published by *Revue d’Orthopédie Dento-Faciale*.

It publishes original work, experimental and clinical articles in orthodontics and dentofacial orthopaedics, but also in various other fields that may impinge on the discipline, such as restorative and aesthetic dentistry, medical periodontology, maxillo-facial surgery and medical fields, with articles dedicated to paediatrics, otorhinolaryngology, physiotherapy-osteopathy and clinical psychology.

The JDAO is organised into regular issues (articles on various subjects) and themed or specialized, issues. Regular editions contain articles accepted for publication, following the traditional anonymous peer-reviewing process after submission. These articles are structured as original research reports, clinical articles (original clinical observations accompanied by an analysis and discussion), or may be contained in sections about radiology or case reports.

Themed editions are proposed by Editors-in-Chief, selected for their knowledge in the field, and who are responsible for inviting authors and covering the various aspects requested by the editorial committee. Articles are, in these specialized issues, under invitation only, but still undergo the reviewing process. In the last five years, there have been editions specially dedicated to lingual orthodontics, osseous anchorage, OSAS [Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome], the canine tooth, long face syndrome... These subjects have come out of various working groups, working independently from the editorial committee. These groups of readers bring together clinicians from universities, private practices and professionals in other healthcare disciplines. They are invited to express their opinions and expectations in future editions.

The *Revue d’Orthopédie Dento-Faciale* is a member of and subscribes to the principles of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE)- (www.publicationethics.org)
Submission of articles

The *Journal of Dentofacial Anomalies and Orthodontics* is an official journal of the Association de la Revue d’Orthopédie Dento-faciale. All authors submitting articles to the Journal must respect the following instructions, which are designed to ensure uniformity in compliance with international biomedical publication standards. Works submitted by non-French speaking authors are subject to the same rules as those of French-speaking authors. Published articles are the sole responsibility of their authors. All articles, written in French with the abstract and keywords in both French and English, should be submitted to the editor in chief at the following address:

Docteur Béry - 8 rue Théodule Ribot 75017 Paris - alain.bery@wanadoo.fr

The Journal will acknowledge receipt of the article but cannot pronounce on the date for acceptance or refusal. **Authors must specify in writing that the text has not been published elsewhere, or submitted simultaneously to another journal (with the exception of presentations in the form of an abstract).** After verification of their conformity, the articles will be submitted anonymously to the reviewers (independent referees) who can request modifications in format and content. The editorial board holds the right to make decisions and to submit the article to the scientific committee of the journal, whenever they deem necessary.

**Style Guide**

At the acceptance stage, an electronic version of the manuscript in one of the following formats is required: Word or RTF. All pages should be numbered and structured with the following scheme:

- Title – Abstract – list of keyword (3 to 8)
- Authors with their affiliation and indication of the author for correspondence
- Introduction
- Materials and Methods
- Results
- Discussion
- Conclusion
- Bibliography.

Abstracts must not exceed 1/15 of the text (maximum 15 lines). Keywords must be selected from Medline Mesh.
Illustrations
All illustrations must be sent in a separate file, in the order that they appear in the text and labelled with the number used in the text. Only illustrations that are necessary to the understanding of the text will be accepted. Digital photographs must be provided in a format that is as close as possible to that of publication, with a minimal definition of 300 dpi. The legends of the tables and figures should be provided in separate files (TIFF, JPEG format).

In accordance and in compliance with laws protecting personally identifiable information, any photographic publications must be accompanied by the written consent of the person in the photograph. Without this consent, the Journal is responsible for protecting personal identity and therefore the eyes of the person will be obscured.

References
The references section must be written in accordance with the Convention of Vancouver. It is important to confirm the accuracy of bibliographic information in references. This has become more important with the online version. Hyperlinks will be programmed to enable readers to jump directly to the material cited. If your reference citations are incorrect or incomplete (e.g., missing author name, or an incorrect volume number or page), the associated hyperlinks may fail, and the usefulness of your paper in the online environment may be diminished. The bibliography should encompass all references quoted in the text, therefore a list of complimentary books could be included. The references should be displayed by alphabetic order and numbered. The numbers of the references are inserted in the text as a superscript in small letters. When several references are cited simultaneously in the text, the superscript numbers are separated by a comma if the references are non-consecutive or by a hyphen for three or more consecutive references, (e.g. 9-13 means 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13, whereas 9, 13 means only these two references). The ensemble: author’s name – superscript number, is inserted in the text between brackets, if the author of the article deems it necessary.

Each reference must include the name of all of the authors, unless there are more than six authors: In which case only the first author is mentioned in the text, followed by the mention “et al.” When an author is cited via the intermediary of another, the reference of the latter should be given in the references section since the former was not consulted directly. The list should only include works that have already been published, or that are under press. The references should be presented in accordance with the current guidelines of the Convention of Vancouver in the format for references in "Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals" http://www.icmje.org
Ethical Statement
Clinical studies proposed in the articles submitted to the JDAO must meet the international conventions of ethics and protection of persons (Declaration of Helsinki). The corresponding author in the name of all authors has to certify that the written consent of participants was obtained after complete information, for the study presented in the article published. He/she should precise if the opinion of an Ethics Committee and Protection of Persons Committee was not needed or was obtained.
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It is imperative that any conflicts of interest be disclosed at the time of submission. If there are no conflicts of interest, a letter signed by the corresponding author in the name of all of the co-authors will suffice.
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